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It is shown that a completely regular space X is sieve-complete (or, equivalently, X is the 
open image of a paracompact tech-complete space) iff 0X-X is compact-like, i.e., Player I 
has a winning strategy in the topological game G(C. pX -X) of [13]. 
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compact spaces spaces of countable type 
tech-complete spaces Lindeliif spaces 
sieve-complete spaces compact-like spaces 
compactifications topological games 
C-scattered spaces open images 
Both properties in the title were studied separately so far and it is the aim of 
this paper to establish their dual character. In fact, they constitute natural generaliz- 
ations of tech-complete and o-compact spaces respectively, and both are preserved 
by perfect maps (in both directions). The first one can be defined in terms of 
topological games, while the other was defined exclusively in terms of topological 
games. Now it turns out that the supposingly new class of the compact-like spaces 
can be reduced to one already known. 
For the topological background we refer to the monograph of Engelking [7]. 
Each space considered here is assumed to be completely regular. For any space X 
we put X’ =/3X-X. Finally, N denotes the set of all positive integers, and T 
denotes an index set. 
Definition 1. A space X is said to be sieve-complete if X has a complete sieve, 
i.e., there is an indexed family 
{B(t,, . . . ,tn): (tl,. . . , t,)~ T”, n EN} 
of open sets in X so that 
X=U{B(t):fET}, 
B(fi. * * *, t,)=U{B(t,,.. .,f”,t):tET}, 
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and if (ti, t2,. . .)s T” and 9 is a filter base such that for each n EN there is an 
F,E~withF,cB(tl ,..., t,),then9clustersinX. 
The term sieve-complete space is due to Michael [lo]; nevertheless the spaces 
were investigated earlier under different names: as hb-spaces by Wicke [16], as 
spaces satisfying Condition x by Wicke and Worrell, Jr. [ 171, and as monotonically 
tech-complete spaces by Chaber, eoban and Nagami [3]. Finally, Topsoe [15] 
has introduced several modifications of the strong game of Choquet [4], and proved 
that a space is sieve-complete iff it iscu-favorable for the game SCM iff it is a-favorable 
for the game kSC”. 
Let us notice that a space is sieve-complete iff it is an open image of a (paracom- 
pact) tech-complete space (cf. [16,17,3]); each paracompact sieve-complete space 
is tech-complete (cf. [3, 151); each sieve-complete space is a strongly Baire space 
(i.e., each its closed subset is of the second category in itself), and it is a space of 
countable type (i.e., each compact subset is contained in a compact subset of 
countable character; cf. [2,9, 151). 
Definition 2. A space X is said to be compact-like (or, C-like) if there is a compact 
set Ci c X so that for each closed set E1 CX - Ci there is a compact set CZ c Ei 
so that for each closed set E2 c El - C2 there is a compact set C3 c E3 so that for 
each closed set E3 c E2 - CJ there is. . . , so that n {E,, : n EN} = 0. Or, equivalently, 
a space X is said to be compact-like if Player I has a winning strategy in the game 
G(C, X)(see [13,14]). 
Recall the game G(C,X) and the notion of strategy. In G(C, X) Player I and 
Player II alternately choose terms of a sequence (C, , El, Cz, Ea, . . .), where Player 
I (Player II) is choosing compact sets C,, (closed sets E,, resp.), C1 cX, Cn+i c E,, 
E,cX-C, and En+,cEn-Cn+l for each n EN. Player I wins the play 
(Cl, El, C2r ~52, . . .) of G(C, X) if n{E n: n E N} = 0; otherwise Player II wins. A 
strategy of Player I is a compact-valued function s defined for all finite (including 
void)sequences(Ei, . . . . , E,)oftheclosedsetswiths(Ei,, . . , En)cEn(or,s(0)CX, 
resp.) provided that El cX -s(0) and E, c E,,,_* -s(El, . . . , E,_l) whenever 1 < 
m c n. A strategy s of Player I is a winning one if n {E,: n EN} = 0 whenever 
ElcX-s(0) and E,cE,_l-s(E~,. .., E,_l) for each n > 1. A strategy (or, a 
winning strategy) of Player II is defined similarly. 
Let us note that the class of compact-like spaces contains C-scattered Lindelof 
spaces, and Lindelijf spaces with a closure-preserving cover by compact sets; it is 
m-additive, and is closed with respect to continuous images and perfect preimages 
(cf. [13]). 
Theorem 1. If X is sieve-complete and Y is a compactification of X, then Y-X is 
compact-like. 
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Remark 1. The compactification Y of X in Theorem 1 cannot be replaced by a 
compact set Y containing X. For, let Y be an uncountable compact space with the 
only accumulation point p, and let X = {p}. Then Y-X is an uncountable discrete 
space. Since each compact-like space has the Lindeliif property (cf. [13; 5.6]), 
Y-X is not compact-like. 
Since each compact-like space is the union of countably many C-scattered subsets 
[14; Theorem 1.31 and the complement of a C-scattered set in a compact space is 
again C-scattered (cf. [l] or [12; Lemma 1.2]), from Theorem 1 we get: 
Corollary 1. Each sieve-complete space X is the intersection of countably many 
C-scattered subsets of /3X. 
Remark 2. The converse to Corollary 1 does not hold (cf. [14; Theorems 7.1 and 
7.41). 
Theorem 2. If X is a compact-like space and Y is a compact space containing X, 
then Y -X is sieve-complete. 
By Theorems 1 and 2 we have: 
Corollary 2. X is sieve-complete iff X* is compact-like; or, equivalently: X is the 
open image of a (paracompact) tech-complete space iff Player I has a winning 
strategy in the game G(C, X*). 
Since each paracompact sieve-complete space is tech-complete, by Theorem 2 
we get: 
Corollary 3. If X is compact-like and X* is paracompact, then X is a-compact. 
Note that X* is dense in @X iff X is nowhere locally compact. Hence, by 
Corollary 2, we have: 
Corollary 4. If X is nowhere locally compact, then X is compact-like iff X* is 
sieve-complete. 
Let Q denote the space of rational numbers. Then X x Q is compact-like iff X 
is compact-like, and X X Q is always nowhere locally compact. Hence, by Corollary 
4, we have 
Corollary 5. X is compact-like iff (X x Q)* is sieve-complete. 
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Remark 3. Corollaries 2 and 5 correspond to the following theorems: 
(1) X is a space of countable type iff X* is a Lindeliif space, and 
(2) X is a Lindelof space iff (X x Q)* is a space of countable type (cf. [9], and 
also [2] and [5]). 
From (1) above and Theorem 1 we get: 
Corollary 6. Each C-scattered space of countable type is sieve-complete. Hence, a 
C-scattered space is sieve-complete iff it is a space of countable type. 
Remark 3. Corollary 6 implies the following results of Coban and Dodon [6]: 
(1) Each scattered space of point-countable type is sieve-complete (Theorem 
28, p. 50), and 
(2) Each C-scattered paracompact space of countable type is tech-complete 
(Corollary 85, p. 32). Let us notice here that each scattered space of point-countable 
type is a space of countable type [6; Lemma 27, p. 491 and each C-scattered 
paracompact zero-dimensional space of countable type admits a perfect map onto 
a scattered space [6; Theorem 39, p. 541. 
Since each sieve-complete space is a strongly Baire space and each compact-like 
space is the union of countably many C-scattered subspaces, we have 
Corollary 7. A sieve-complete space is compact-like iff it is a C-scattered Lindeliif 
space. 
Replacing ‘compact’ by ‘finite’ in Definition 2 we get finite-like spaces; that is, 
a space X is finite-like provided that Player I has a winning strategy in the game 
G(F, X). Let us notice that the game G(F, X) is equivalent to the game G(l, X), 
in which Player I chooses a single point instead of a finite set (cf. [13; 4.3]), and 
furthermore, the game G(l, X) is equivalent to the point-open game G(X) intro- 
duced and studied by Galvin [8]. 
For any space X, let Xa denote the set X endowed with the topology generated 
by the Ga subsets of the space X. By Theorem 5.3 of [14], a space X is finite-like 
iff Xa is finite-like. Since compact subsets of X, are necessarily finite, by Corollary 
5 we get: 
Corollary 8. X is finite-like ifl (X6 x Q)* is sieve-complete. 
Remark 4. Corollaries 5 and 8 provide a solution of the main problem of [13, 
p. 2221, where K = C = the class of all compact spaces, or K = F = the class of all 
finite spaces. For other interesting classes of spaces (e.g., for D = the class of all 
discrete spaces) the problem remains open (in fact, if not assuming that X is a 
Lindelijf space; cf. also [15; Theorems 3.4, 3.5 and 3.61). 
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Remark 5. Let us notice, for the sake of completeness, that, in contrast to Corol- 
laries 2 and 5, the games G(C,X) of [13] and SC”(X*) of [15] do not point out 
a dual character. Actually, 
(*) If X is P-favourable for the game SCM, then Player II has a winning strategy 
in the game G(C, X*), nevertheless, the converse implication does not hold. 
Recall that in SCM of [ 151 Player p chooses a point x 1 and its open neighbourhood 
L/i and Player (r chooses an open neighbourhood VI of x1 with VI c UI; after 
that Player /3 chooses a point x2 in VI and its open neighbourhood UZ with UZ c VI 
and Player (Y chooses an open neighbourhood V2 of x2 with V2c UZ, and so on. 
Player (Y wins the play ((xi, U,), VI, (x2, U2), V2, . . .) of SC” if for each filter base 
SinX,whereforeachn ENthereisaF,inSwithF,c V,,wehaven{F:FEq#0; 
otherwise Player p wins. Each player knows all the preceding moves when he is 
accomplishing his one. A space X is said to be cY-favourable (resp. &favorable) 
for the game SCM if Player a (resp. Player p) has a winning strategy in SCM for X. 
Proofs of the theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 
@OI,. . . , t,): (t*, . . . ,fN)ET”,tzEN} 
be a complete sieve in X and let Y be a compactification of X. Let H(tt, . . . , t,) 
be an open set in Y such that 
HOI, . . .,t,)nX=B(tl ,..., r.). 
We define a strategy of Player I in G(C, Y-X) as follows. We set 
Cl= Y-i_j{H(t):t~T}. 
Then Ci is compact and Ci c Y-X. Let Ei be a subset of Y-X such that Ei is 
closed in Y -X and Ei n Cl = 0. Then % is compact, % n Cl = 0, and 
i?ic u {H(f): t E T}. 
Thus there is a finite subset Ti of T such that 
it?&J{H(rt): tl E Tl}. 
Now we set 
C~=E~-~{H(~I,~):~~ET~,~ET}. 
Then C2 is compact and it is easy to show that C2 c Y-X. Hence C2 c Et. Let 
E2 be a subset of Ei - CZ such that E2 is closed in Y-X. Then 
E~cE~-C~CU{H(~~,~):~~ET~,IET}, 
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because EZ n CZ = 0. Thus there is a finite subset T2 of T so that 
%=U{H(r,, rz): tic Tl, t*E TZI. 
Again we set 
C3=Ez-U{H(t*,t*,t):t~ET~,t~ET~,tET}, 
and so on. Now it suffices to show that 
n{E: n EN)cX. 
Lety~~{~:n~~}.Thentherearet~~T1,t2~T2,t~~T3,...sothat 
y 4-wh . . ..tn).nEN}. 
Since B(tl,. . . , t,) is dense in H(ti, . . . , t,), we have 
y~f7{B(tr,...,t,):n~iV}. 
Let -%f be a case of neighbourhoods of y in Y. Then 
9={WnB(tl,...,t,): WE~V,,EE) 
is a filter base of subsets of X and it meshes with 
{B(ri,. . . , t,): n E IN}. 
Thus 9 clusters in X. However, its only cluster point is y. So y EX. The proof is 
complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let s be a winning strategy of Player I in G(C, X), and let 
Y be a compact space containing X. We shall define a complete sieve 
{B(tl ,..., t,):(tl ,..., t,)~T”,n~bd} 
for Y-X by mean of auxiliary sets C(0), C(tl 9 * * * , t,), vtt1 , . . . , t,), and 
EOl,..., tn) as follows. We set C(0) = s(0). Let {U(t): t E T} be the family of all 
open subsets U(t) of Y with U(t) n C(0) = 0. We set 
B(t) = U(r)-X, E(t) =U(t)nX, and C(t) = s(E(t)). 
Now, let us fix tl in T. Let {U(?I, t): t E T} be the family of all open subsets U(t,, t) 
of Y with 
U(r,, t) c U(tA and U(r,, t) n C(tl) =0. 
We set 
B(ri, r) = U(r,, r) -X E(rl, t) = U(ri, t) nX, 
and 
C(f,, r) = s(E(rl), E(rl , r)), 
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and so on. Clearly, we have 
U{B(t):tET}= Y-X. 
Since 
B(tr ,..., t,)=U(tr ,..., t,)-XccJ(tr ,..., t,)-C(t, ,..., t,) 
=U{U(t,, . . . , t,, t): t E T} c U(t,, . . . , t,), 
we have 
B(rr,. ..,fn)=u{BO~,.. . , t,, t): t E T}. 
Thus it remains to show that the sieve is complete in Y-X. For, let (tr , 12, . . .) E TN 
and let 9 be a filter base in Y-X such that for each n E N there is a F, E 9 with 
F,, c B(t,, . . . , t,). 
Let y be a cluster point of 9 in Y. Now it suffices to show that y E Y-X. For, 
suppose to the contrary that y E X. Then there is an n EN such that y & E(tr, . . . , r,,). 
Since 
E(tr , . . . ,tn)= U(t,,. . .,t,)nX, 
wehavey&U(tr,... , t,). On the other hand we infer that 
y&cB(h,.. .,t,)cU(r, ,..., L), 
which is a contradiction. Therefore y E Y-X. The proof is complete. 
Proof of (*) stated in Remark 5. Let s be a winning strategy of Player /3 in the 
game SCM(X). Let (x1, Ur) =s(0) and let Cr be a compact subset of X*. Then 
there is an open set VI in X such that x1 E VI c U1 and %n Cl = 0. Let us put 
El =qnX*. Again, let (x2, U2) =s(V,) and let C2 be a compact subset of El. 
Then there is an open set V2 in X such that x2 E V2 c UZ and qn CZ = 0. Let us 
put E2 = qnX*; and so on. Since the play 
((Xl, Vl), Vl , (x2 9 V2), v2, * * .) 
is a win for Player 0, there is a filter base 9 in X such that for each n EN there 
is a F,, E 9 with F,, c V, and 
n{FnX:Fcfl=0. 
Since /3X is compact, we have n {F: F E fl# 0, and therefore 
r){FnX*:FcWZ0. 
Hence we get 
n{~,:~ E~}=n{v,nx*:nE~)~n{~nx*:FE~z0, 
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so the play (Ci, Ei, CZ, E2,. . .) of G(C,X*) is a win for Player II. To show that 
the converse implication does not hold, let X be any Bernstein set in the closed 
unit interval J. Then Player II has a winning strategy in G(C,X) and also in 
G(C,J-X) by Theorem 5.11 of [13]. Now, as easily seen, the games SCM of 
Topsoe [15] and the strong game of Choquet [4] are equivalent in metrizable 
spaces. The strong games of Choquet are, however, undetermined for the spaces 
X and J -X by the result of Porada [11, p. 3531. Thus the converse does not hold. 
The proof is complete. 
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